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Lifelong learning is the primary goal of the
educational systems

Most important skill = the ability to learn
the ability to efficiently and effectively find, sort through, 
and learn from the infinite knowledge that is available now
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Education is more about learning
than teaching

Reassess the need to develop lifelong learning skills, 
centering on the learning process and on how students will 
be able to learn for the rest of their lives
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Every child can learn

Every child has a different learning style;  
it is up to the educational system/educator, not the child, to 
adapt from a one-size-fits-all model



Our students are different than us
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Exposure to different stimuli will result in the brains 
being wired differently; natives versus immigrants
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Customized education is necessary

Find the best way to develop the talent of every child, 
and do not expect them to conform to external parameters 
that define successful learning
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New skills need to be taught

Teach new skills associated with the 21st-century model 
of teaching and learning, e.g., the ability to search for 
information while weeding out erroneous or biased data
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Learning is everywhere

Explicitly address learning opportunities that take  
place outside the classroom; activities like sports, drama, 
art and music are essential components within the 
educational process 
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Brain-based learning techniques will become
more prevalent

Approaches to schooling that educators believe are  
in accord with recent research on the brain and 
human learning.

Brain-based learning will offer best teaching approaches 
for each learning style, but also an improved capacity to 
learn through early stimulation and scientific assessment 
of each student’s talents and abilities
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Different learning environments
will be utilized

Introduction of technology and physical changes 
in school buildings are the least important changes 
needed in the 21st-century environment, but different 
educational paradigms call for appropriate spaces
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Technology in the 21st-century classroom

time specific teaching and testing

textbooks

distractions

old teaching models + new tools

technology mandated/prohibited

gaming as a learning model

open-source content

multi-tasking

new models + new tools

technology as tool
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DISCUSSION

written expression mutimedia expression}

designer as specialist visual literacy/presentations}

individual work local and global collaboration}


